
Report to the SCA Board - 7/5/22

Underpass signage

the wrong unit was sent for one of the two posts, JH is currently pursuing correct replacement

painting of posts might be possible if the SCA took responsibility for maintenance, but JH has not yet 
talked with Jamie to check on this.

RR Underpass storm lines

storm sewer line was video'd and cleaned out

several years ago CT DEEP was supposed to come and look at clearance of the outlet in the marsh 

John H is trying to get response from CT DEEP on this but they are not responding

there are no immediate plans to put in a new storm sewer line

SCA should monitor incidents of flooding to make sure lines are functioning

we need to check on the status of the residential lot subdivision proposed for this property

Trolley bridge shoring

foundations to the bridge need shoring up

money has been budgeted for an engineering study, but the town is pursuing a grant source for this 
project
the grant proposal will include some nature-based actions in addition to the actual bridge structure

the design may include access steps down to the water to avoid damage to the embankment

Stony Creek Town Dock - concrete ramp repairs

the plans are done and ready for bidding

john Hoefferle is waiting till fall to bid and do the work to avoid summer interference

JH will ask the engineer for this project to also look at the wooden portion of the dock for needed repairs

Madiera Park

the seawall re-pointing work has been done under a STEEP grant

the town PW will do some filling of the holes in the ground behind this wall

Dredging

the town is looking for grant funding for the dredging of SC harbor and the Branford River harbor

Firehouse parking lot

the town is planning to re-pave the firehouse lot

this will be managed by Branford PW

they are looking for funding for this work

after funding the lot will be re-striped 

the lot "regulations" will be posted - timing still to be determined

Stony Creek Town Dock - "warning tickets"

I am checking on the status of printing these for the dockmaster's use

Town Dock - concrete repairs

this work has been designed and will be carried ouit in the fall

SC Boat Ramp - and adjacent sea wall

John H is looking into the disintegrating sea wall adjacent to ramp on the south

He will ask the engineer for the concrete wharf project to look into this issue

discuss with the SCA the possibility of widening ramp for kayakers


